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ABSTRACT While task mapping for multi-core systems is known as an NP-hard problem, mapping for
neuromorphic systems even scale it up due to a high number of neurons per core and a high number of core
per system.Moreover, mapping for neuromorphic systems also has several challenges such as heterogeneous
computing core or communication fabrics, and potential defects in neurons or routing units. Therefore,
this paper presents a genetic algorithm framework named HeterGenMap which is a Genetic Algorithm
framework for mapping multiple-layer Spiking Neural Network systems to solve the aforementioned
problems. The results show that HeterGenMap improves the overall communication cost by 11.04-26.77%
in comparison to the linear mapping. Moreover, under link faulty scenarios, neuron defects, or multi-
chip designs, HeterGenMap can reduce the communication cost by 3.41-31.34%, 7.01%-41.51%, and
34.21-45.56% in comparison to the linear approach, respectively. The validation in hardware also
demonstrated that HeterGenMap reduces the inference time by 63.10-77.87% from the linear mapping.

INDEX TERMS Fault-tolerance, spiking neural network, neuromorphic system, network-on-chip, max flow,
migration.

I. INTRODUCTION
Spiking Neural Networks (SNN), considered as the third
generation of neural networks, mimics the operations of
biological brains using spike-based computations. The SNN
model is an arrangement of the replicated neurons to simulate
natural neural networks existing in biological brains [1].
The backbone element of SNNs is the replicated version
of neurons that receive input spikes, compute, and issue
possible output spikes. In recent years, numerous works have
investigated how to integrate a large number of neurons
on a single chip while providing efficient and accurate
learning [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9].

Software implementations, thanks to their flexibility have
demonstrated the ability to emulate the operation of biologi-
cal brains at low speeds [7], [8]. Meanwhile, implementing
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SNNs hardware has been a solution to accelerate the
performance thanks to their parallel structures and to gain
energy and memory efficiency [2], [3], [4], [5], [6]. The
conventional system usually consists of multiple clusters of
neurons connected via an on-chip communication fabric [3],
[9]. Scalability can be obtained by using a multi-chip system
and off-chip interconnect [2], [3].

While providing hardware to accelerate the performance
of the SNN is a promising idea, one of the major challenges
is how to efficiently map the computing models into the
hardware. As we know, mapping tasks into many/multi-
core systems is an NP-hard problem and it can also be
applied to Neuromorphic Computing. The general idea
of task mapping is to allocate a given set of tasks (in
SNN: neuron’s computation) into a given set of computing
units (in Neuromorphic chips/systems: hardware engine and
memory). For an SNN model with n neurons, there are n!
possible mapping combinations. Mapping approaches for
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FIGURE 1. The illustration of the impact of defective weights or neurons
on the overall accuracy.

SNNs can go through a clustering step first, which moves
the mapping to the cluster level [10]. However, it is still
not ideal with heuristic solutions (c! possible solutions for c
computing cores) since task mapping is considered as an NP-
hard problem. The equivalent problem of task mapping is the
quadratic assignment problem [11].

Beside mapping toward lower communication traffic or
reducing the connections, there are two notable problems
for large-scale neuromorphic systems that need to be
addressed. First, the occurrences of defects within the system
could be critical even though the neuromorphic system
can tolerate some level of defects [12], [13], [14], [15].
As being analyzed in [12] the flip-bit position and the
defective layer can have different impacts on the overall
accuracy. In Fig. 1, we analyzed the impact of defective
weight or defective neurons on the overall accuracy of two
benchmarks: MNIST with STDP learning and CIFAR10
using VGG16 and ANN to SNN conversion. In summary,
the overall accuracy drop can be significant if the errors
are not addressed. Because of the reliability issue, mapping
for SNN should also consider the ability to deal with
defective situations that alter the communication fabric.
In this work, we consider the alternated communication fabric
as heterogeneous communication since the connection is no
longer uniform within the system. The second problem is to
have a multi-chip system where each chip alone consists of
a plural set of neurons. To extend to a large-scale model,
it is common to have multiple chips connected to form
a larger number of neurons [2], [3]. However, there is a
difference between intra-chip and inter-chip communication
where inter-chip wires usually consume more power, and
have a higher latency than the intra-chip ones [16]. For this
matter, it will be more efficient to have more frequently
communicating neurons within the chip [17].
Although several mapping approaches for SNN have been

proposed [10], [18], some limitations still exist:
1) A conventional mapping usually goes through clus-

tering first which does not support heterogeneous

mapping. Indeed, it is assumed that every core consists
of the same number of identical neurons. However,
in large-scale systems, a heterogeneous number of
neurons per core could occur due to alternative designs
or defects. Pre-clustering would not work well in this
situation as the number of tasks and the number of
compute units are different.

2) Communication is also considered homogeneous
among mapping algorithms for multi-core systems.
Although this can simplify the mapping process,
neuromorphic systems usually come with a multiple-
chip design. Therefore, communication is no longer
uniform in all cases because it could vary between chips
and between on-chip and off-chip communication
fabrics. Moreover, defects in the communication units
can lead to prohibited routing paths. This alters the
routing path which makes some routing paths longer
than minimal routing paths.

3) Most SNN mapping approaches do not consider the
mapping as an open and extendable optimization
problem. As mentioned earlier, the mapping procedure
is an NP-hard problem, and tackling it is a tedious
and time-consuming task. Therefore, it is necessary
to develop an algorithm that can be flexible so
that the designers can adapt to different targets or
configurations.

To solve the aforementioned issues, this work introduces
HeterGenMap - a genetic algorithm framework for mapping
heterogeneous NoC-based neuromorphic systems. The fol-
lowing are the contributions of this work:

1) A heterogeneous mapping method for neuromorphic
systems that allows a different number of neurons
per core and even a different number of cores per
chip. Here, instead of dividing neurons into clusters of
similar sizes (each cluster fits into one core in NoC),
we propose dividing the neurons by groups. Here,
members of a group are exchangeable and a cluster
(not fixed-sized) consists of a set of sub-sets of groups.
This allows us to reduce the complexity of the mapping
problemwhile still supporting heterogeneous mapping.

2) A model that supports diversifying the communication
model which allows the mapping to consider: (1) multi-
chips mapping with different routing costs between
chips and (2) fault-tolerant mapping with the knowl-
edge of faulty links/routers.

3) As a Genetic Algorithm approach, HeterGenMap
introduces crossover, mutation, and fitness functions
tailored for neuromorphic computing. Additionally,
we present several approaches for crossover/mutations
and how to integrate them into the GA process.
By using a GA, the framework also supports extension
abilities such as (1) switching the cost function or
(2) using existing/known solutions in the evolution
process.

Table 1 shows a comparison between this work and the
state-of-the-art in mapping for neuromorphic computing.
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In summary, our work will tackle the aforementioned
problems which, to the best of our knowledge, remain
unsolved. The platform is also open-sourced and can be
accessed at https://github.com/klab-aizu/HeterGenMap.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
presents the related works. Next, the proposed method is
introduced in Section III and the evaluation is provided in
Section IV. In Section V, we discuss the outlook about this
work, and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we first summarize the related works on
neuromorphic systems. Then, we will survey mapping for
large-scale neuromorphic systems.

A. NEUROMORPHIC SYSTEMS
There are several considerations in the design of a neuromor-
phic system; however, we would like to focus on three major
points: (1) communication, (2) neuron architecture, and (3)
synapses. For communication, point-to-point or bus-based
fabrics cannot scale up to a large system (i.e., a million
neurons and a billion synapses). Therefore, adopting an
on-chip and off-chip network has been a consensus among
state-of-the-art works [2], [3], [5], [7], [22]. In general,
2D Mesh-based Network-on-Chip [2], [3] is the popular
choice thank its scalability for both on-chip and off-chip
communicating. In [21], 3D Mesh topology is used with the
help of Through-Silicon-Via technology. For better multi-
casting support, [5] used tree-like topology. In [23], the
authors proposed a Dynamic Segmented Bus architecture that
improves the power and latency in comparison toMesh-based
architecture.

In SNN design, due to its low complexity, Integrated-and-
Fire (IF) and it variations have been the popular choice [2],
[3], [5], [7], [22]. While full digital neurons [2], [3], [22]
can perform more complex computation with the trade-off
of larger area cost, mixed-analog-digital neurons [5], [7]
offer lower cost and closer operation to the neuron model.
[22] offer an Izhikevic neuron model in the design; however,
the actual benefits of this type of neuron are not well
demonstrated which still leaves IF-like neurons to stay
dominant. To support more complex neuron computation,
SpiNNaker [4] uses one million homogeneous ARM968
processors for emulation. Each ARM processor can simulate
a thousand neurons allowing the system to save up to a billion
neurons. SpiNNaker uses a fully packetized communication
infrastructure built on a folded two-dimensional toroidal
mesh where each node can communicate with six neighbors.
The SpiNNaker system is also based on the AER format with
table-based multi-casting support.

With such large-scale neuromorphic systems, the number
of neurons, synapses, and even chips could be massive.
Therefore, one of the major challenges is to allocate the
position of the neurons and synapses properly. The next
section will discuss the mapping problem for neuromorphic
computing.

B. MAPPING
As a multi-core system, we can use a conventional mapping
method for placing the neuron [24]. The conventional
multi-core mapping method has prove their efficiency,
mapping for NN is highly complicated due to a large number
of neurons. To solve this issue, SpiNeMap [18] performs
clustering before mapping. In the clustering process, neurons
are divided into clusters which can reduce the mapping
complexity. On the other hand, neurons can just be mapped
linearly [25] which can simplify the mapping process but
it leads to a sub-optimal result. In [3], the authors offer
several mapping algorithms for the placing process and
consider it as a wire-length minimization problem in VLSI
placement. In [26], the authors used Lagrange multipliers
to reduce the run-time complexity. NEUTRAMS [19] uses
the Kernighan-Lin partitioning strategy to split the neurons
into groups. In [27], the authors divide the adjacent layers
into a so-called sub-network. Then, the sub-network will
be partitioned to reduce the complexity of the algorithm.
However, the results still staywith small scale-NoC size.With
large-scale NoC, work in [28] proposed non-meta-heuristic
algorithms with can map much larger-scale neural networks
(up to billions of neurons) into NoC.

Although these mapping can work on neuromorphic
systems, we notice there is no mapping method on fault-
tolerance ones. Conventional multi-core NoC mapping
methods [29] can be used for placing neurons. However, the
mapping process in SNN is unique due to its connectivity.
Instead of reducing the whole cost of the communication
path, it is better to reduce the maximum communication path
as they may affect performance. In [13], the authors use
max-flow-min-cut to migrate the neurons if a fault occurs.
Although this works best for run-time maintenance, we also
observe it is better to remap if the fault appears after the
manufacturing process. Moreover, their method does not
support fault in communication at all.

Despite there are numerous works on mapping neuromor-
phic computing; there are several limitations on mapping
heterogeneous systems as we illustrated in the introduction.
To solve the mentioned limitations, this work will present a
genetic algorithm framework.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we present the proposed genetic algorithm
framework for mapping SNN. First, we show an overview
of the potential system and formulate the problem. Then,
the genetic algorithm approach is presented. We also discuss
different cost functions and the extension on fault tolerance
and multi-chip design. Finally, the complexity of the method
is analyzed.

A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
Figure 2 shows an overview of a Mesh topology (2D or
3D) NoC-based SNN system. Neurons (N) are clustered
into computing cores (C). Each neuron (N) is attached to
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TABLE 1. Comparison between this work and state-of-the-art works.

its synapses (S). Here, hardware neurons are implemented
in parallel model where each physical neuron performs a
neuron’s computing task. In a serial neuron system such
as [3], there is one physical neuron that will be used
for multiple neurons’ computation along multiple synapse
memories. The communication from one core to other cores
is handled by the Network-on-Chip router (R). If a 3D Mesh
NoC is used, spikes to another layer are sent via an Inter-layer
Vias (V) that connects adjacent silicon layers. Although this
system is based on our previous works on 3D-NoC-based
neuromorphic systems [9], [13], the mapping approach here
is general and could be applied to other systems as well.

Additionally, neuromorphic systems can be implemented
into multiple-chip design thanks to the inter-chip link [2], [3].
Figure 2 illustrates the expansion of Mesh-based NoC into
adjacent chips as the inter-chip links work as router-to-router
links.

In this paper’s evaluation, we mainly consider the mesh
topology as it is the most popular one among neuromorphic
chips [2], [3], [13]. However, there are different mapping
topologies such as tree-based [5] or folded torus [4]. Adapting
to these topologies only requires modifications in the cost
functions as will be detailed in Section III-D.

B. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The mapping problem for SNN is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
development starts by completing the SNN model. Then, the
mapping process helps generate the location of each neuron
in the neuromorphic hardware where the system consists
of a fixed set of cores and each core can host a fixed
number of neurons. There are two types of communication:
(1) intra-core communication where the neurons within the
core exchange the spikes; and (2) inter-core communication
where the neurons in distant cores exchange the spikes.

While the intra-core communication is usually fast and
without noticeable latency; the inter-core communication is

FIGURE 2. A system overview of Mesh topology NoC-based SNN. The
system can consist of multiple chips connecting via inter-chip links.
Within the single chip, Mesh Network-on-Chip is utilized as the
communication infrastructure.

the major problem for NoC-based neuromorphic systems.
As we illustrated in Fig. 3, the neuron’s spikes must travel
several routing units (routers) to be delivered to the destina-
tion. If the mapping process is suboptimal, it leads to long
latency routing paths which give two major consequences:
(1) there are bottle-necks in communication in which the
SNN chip must wait for the spikes for communication, and
(2) higher power consumption due to the routing process.
Because of these reasons, in SNN mapping, inter-core
communication will play an important role in the system’s
performance.

With this mapping formulation, there are two options:
neuron-wise mapping and group-wise mapping. In the
following section, we will discuss the two options.
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FIGURE 3. An overview of the mapping problem.

1) NEURON-WISE MAPPING
As mentioned earlier, the task mapping problem for
multi-core systems can be transferred into an equivalent
problem named quadratic assignment problem [11]. Let us
assume N neurons per system to be mapped into C cores.
A solution s of the problem can be presented as a binary
matrix

sneuron =

ϵ1,1 ϵ1,2 . . . ϵ1,C
...

. . .

ϵN ,1 ϵN ,2 . . . ϵN ,C

 (1)

where ϵi,j represents the mapping of neuron i to core j as
follows:

ϵi,j =

{
1 if neuron i is mapped into core j
0 if neuron i is NOT mapped into core j

(2)

In this formulation, we consider each neuron as one task
in the system and need to map them accordingly. Although a
neuron-wise mapping can lead to fine-grain solutions, we can
easily realize it has high complexity since it must map each
neuron individually. To solve this problem, SpiNeMap [18]
grouped the neurons into clusters where each cluster could
be mapped into a hardware cluster or core. However, in a
heterogeneous system, each hardware cluster could have a
different number of neurons which prevents this clustering
idea from being feasible. Moreover, defects could occur in
large-scale systems (defects in neuron logic or memory cells)
which also alter the number of available neurons in each
cluster.

2) GROUP-WISE MAPPING
Given the challenges and limitations posed by neuron-wise
mapping, we adopt instead a group-wise mapping approach
with the following assumptions:

• A group of neurons does not have a specific size for
fitting into a cluster/core.

• A group of neurons must have a high similarity of
communication so that the neurons can be exchangeable.
For instance, neurons in the same layer of a multi-layer

perceptron are grouped since they share the same inputs
and outputs. By doing so, we map for its representative
group instead of mapping for each single neuron.

• A group will have represent connections (incoming
and outgoing) which is the union of all members’
connections in the group. Here, we eliminated the
sparsity to reduce the complexity of the model. With
sparsely connected models, we can later decide the
position of each neuron based on its connections rather
than its group’s connections.

Here, a group is a task that operates in parallel in several
locations. Neurons are therefore a parallel routine in the task.
By having a representative class, the number of variables
becomes much smaller. After mapping a group, we can place
the neurons as the second mapping problem.
The mapping problem can be reduced to:

sgroup =

ψ1,1 ψ1,2 . . . ψ1,C
...

. . .

ψG,1 ψG,2 . . . ψG,C

 (3)

where G is the number of groups and ψi,j represents the
number of neurons of group i that are mapped to core j.
Certainly, one neuron should not be mapped into multiple

cores and the number of neurons mapped to a core should not
exceed the core capacity. The constraints for the mapping are:

∀i ∈ {1 . . .G}

∑
j∈{1...C}

ψi,j = Group_Capi (4)

∀j ∈ {1 . . .C}

∑
i∈{1...G}

ψi,j ≤ Core_Capj (5)

where Core_Capj is the capacity for core j and Group_Capi
is the capacity for group i.

As mentioned in the introduction, we will consider in
this work the capacity of each core separately as there is
no guarantee that they are identical. For mapping neurons
separately, we can set the group size to one, G = N , and
∀i ∈ {1 . . .G}Group_Capi = 1.
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FIGURE 4. The HeterGenMap framework.

3) FINAL FORMULATION
Finally, we can formalize the problem as follows:

min or maxFcost (s)

s.t. ∀i ∈ {1 . . .G}

∑
j∈{1...C}

ψi,j = Group_Capi

∀j ∈ {1 . . .C}

∑
i∈{1...G}

ψi,j ≤ Core_Capj (6)

The cost function (Fcost ) will be discussed later as we
design the framework. We will also discuss how this model
can be extended with different types of cost functions.

With the final formulation, we can now solve the problem
using Genetic Algorithm as in the following section.

C. GENETIC ALGORITHM FRAMEWORK
This section presents the proposed genetic algorithm frame-
work as shown in Algorithm 1. First, the inputs such as the
SNN model, the NoC topology, and the capacity in each
core are loaded. In the beginning, the framework randomizes
K − E mapping solutions (line 1). Then, we could add E
existing/known solutions as part of the initial solution (line 2).
Please note that this step is optional and we can perform
with E = 0. After having K mapping solutions, it starts
G generations of improvement. In each generation, the
algorithm first removes the incorrect mappings by checking
Equation 4 and 5. This ensures the solutions taken into the
crossover and mutation are correct. Then the cost function
such as the communication cost is calculated (line 5). The
details about the cost function are shown in Section III-D.
B best pairs are then selected out of K mapping solutions by
using a tournament selection (line 6). Please note that the pair
must not be identical and a solution can be in more than one
pair.

After having the B best pairs, a crossover operation is
performed to obtain B new offspring. Then, we merge them
to the original B solutions to create B× 2 solutions using the
crossover.

Algorithm 1 Proposed Genetic Algorithm for Neurons
Mapping
Input: SNN model, NoC topology, Core_Cap
Output: sgroup

Initialisation :
1: Randomize to get K-E mapping solutions
2: Add E existing solutions to form K initial solutions
3: for generation g in 1 to G do
4: Remove the wrong solutions using Equation 4 and 5
5: Calculate the cost function for each solution
6: Select the B best pairs using tournament selection
7: Crossover solutions to have a new population
8: Fixing the post-crossover population (see

Algorithm 2)
9: Mutate the population

10: Select K best solutions to create the new population
11: end for
12: Calculate the cost function for each solution of the

population
13: Select the best solution (sgroup) based on the cost function

14: return sgroup

After the crossover generates B × 2 solutions, the GA
eventually repairs the offspring since the crossover can lead to
infeasible solutions (see Section III-C3 for details). Next, the
mutation operation is performed, under a certain probability.

After the mutation, the repair operation is again performed
as the process can lead to infeasible results. Then, we check
whether we satisfy the communication cost in the specifica-
tion. If the communication cost is good enough, we can end
the GA. The GA is also completed after G generations.
At the end of the algorithm, the best solution in terms of

cost function is chosen to generate the configuration.
In the following subsections, we will discuss the tourna-

ment selection, crossover, mutation, and the method to fix
wrong offspring due to crossover and mutation.

1) TOURNAMENT SELECTION
To understand how to select a member of the population, this
section discusses the tournament selection. The overview of
tournament selection is shown in Figure 5. In this selection,
the GA platform selects randomly a subset of population
members. Among the subsets, the best member is chosen
based on the fitness function (minimum or maximum).
By repeating this selection, we can obtain any B best pairs
for crossover.

2) CROSSOVER
The first key operation is crossover. In this work, we proposed
two crossover approaches: (1) Mixing and (2) Single Point.
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FIGURE 5. Overview of tournament selection.

Assuming we have two parent solutions:

sA =

ψ
A
1,1 ψA

1,2 . . . ψA
1,C

...
. . .

ψA
G,1 ψA

G,2 . . . ψA
G,C

 (7)

and

sB =

ψ
B
1,1 ψB

1,2 . . . ψB
1,C

...
. . .

ψB
G,1 ψB

G,2 . . . ψB
G,C

 (8)

Mixing crossover
With the mixing crossover, we assume there are two

probabilities for solutions A and B as pA and pB (pA + pB =

1.0). The offspring solution is obtained as follows:

sC =

ψ
C
1,1 ψC

1,2 . . . ψC
1,C

...
. . .

ψC
G,1 ψC

G,2 . . . ψC
G,C

 (9)

where each element of the matrix ψC i, j is:

ψC i, j = round(pA × ψAi, j+ pB × ψBi, j) (10)

Because of this rounding equation, the constraints in Eq. 4
and 5 are respected. However, in some cases, the values may
be not satisfied due to the rounding process (missing one or
having an extra one). To solve this issue, we must go through
repair operation as detailed in Section III-C3.
Single Point crossover
With the single point crossover, the crossover point P

will be between 1 and N . Here, the offspring from the two
solutions are:

c1 =



ψA
1,1 ψA

1,2 . . . ψA
1,C

...
. . .

ψA
P,1 ψA

P,2 . . . ψA
P,C

ψB
P+1,1 ψB

P+1,2 . . . ψB
P+1,C

...
. . .

ψB
G,1 ψB

G,2 . . . ψB
G,C


(11)

and

c2 =



ψB
1,1 ψB

1,2 . . . ψB
1,C

...
. . .

ψB
P,1 ψB

P,2 . . . ψB
P,C

ψA
P+1,1 ψA

P+1,2 . . . ψA
P+1,C

...
. . .

ψA
G,1 ψA

G,2 . . . ψA
G,C


(12)

In short, the child c1 has the upper part from ψA and
the bottom part from ψB. Meanwhile, the child c2 has the
upper part from ψB and the bottom part from ψA. Note that
the produced offspring might not satisfy the constraints in
Equation 4 and 5. To avoid them being eliminated in S3,
we propose a repairing method in the following section.

Note that it is possible to easily perform crossover using
points in the core dimension. Also, multi-points and random
crossover are possible without any modification.

3) FIXING THE OFFSPRING
After crossover or mutation, the offspring solution can violate
the constraints in two ways:

• Assigning more the capacity of the core with crossover
in neuron dimension.

• Assigning a neuron in multiple cores or no core with
crossover in core dimension.

Here, the repair is done by exchanging the position of the
neuron/core, as shown in Algorithm 2. It first finds the list
of cores that have more or less than their capacity. Then,
it randomizes the moving between these cores (from the over-
populated, referred to as overlist in the algorithm, to the
under-populated, referred to as underlist).

Example: To understand how the cross-over and fixing
of the offspring work, we illustrate them in Fig 6. In this
example, the NoC is a 2D Mesh 3 × 3 with 4 neurons/core.
The SNN architecture is feed-forward with the configuration
of three groups of [12, 12, 10]. Here, we assume the two
solutions sA and sB as in the Fig 6 and the mixing crossover
give us the result sC using the Eq. 10. Due to the natural
feature of the rounding process, the new solution sC has the
total configuration of [11, 11, 10] which gives a residual
of [1, 1, 0] to be fixed. By using the fixing process in
Algorithm 2, we can obtain the final solution sC as in Fig 6.

4) MUTATION
The mutation process is done by exchanging the neuron
mapping. Here, we distinguish the mutation into two types:

• Exchange neurons between cores: in this type of
mutation, we only switch a certain number of neurons
between cores. The other neurons stay at the original
core

• Swap all neurons between cores: in this type ofmutation,
we swap all neurons between two cores. The internal
structures of the cores are unchanged.

During the GA process, the mutation method will be
alternated in a fixed ratio (i.e. 50% for exchanging neurons
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Algorithm 2 Offspring Fixing Algorithm
Input: sgroup
Output: sgroup

Initialisation :
1: under-list = []
2: over-list = []
3: for core c in 1 to C do

residual =
∑

i=1...N ψi,c − Capc
4: if residual > 0 then
5: push [c, residual] to over-list
6: else
7: push [c, residual] to under-list
8: end if
9: end for

10: for [c1, r1] in overlist do
11: for i in 1 to r1 do
12: randomized [c2, r2] with r2>0 in underlist
13: move one neuron from core c1 to core c2
14: [c2, r2] = [c2, r2-1]
15: [c1, r1] = [c1, r1-1]
16: end for
17: end for
18: return sgroup

FIGURE 6. Example of crossover and fixing the offspring.

between cores and 50% for exchanging all neurons between
cores) in order to have different distributions over the search
space. Designers can also add extra mutation methods.
Exchange neurons between cores:

For instance, assuming the solution s has ψa,b > 0 and
ψc,d > 0 (a, b, c and d are randomly picked), the crossover
process will be as follows:

e = min(ψa,b, ψc,d )

ψa,b = ψa,b−e

ψa,d = ψa,d + e

ψc,d = ψc,d−e

ψc,b = ψc,b + e (13)

In short, we exchange the neuron between core b and
core d . The exchanged neuron belongs to class a and c (note:
class can be neuron or layer/group).
The original solution sorig will be represented as

sorig =



ψ1,1 . . . ψ1,b . . . ψ1,C
...

. . .

ψa,1 . . . ψa,b . . . ψa,d . . . ψa,C
...

. . .

ψc,1 . . . ψc,b . . . ψc,d . . . ψc,C
...

. . .

ψG,1 . . . ψG,b . . . ψG,C


,

(14)

and the mutated solution smut will be:

smut =



ψ1,1 . . . ψ1,b . . . ψ1,C
...

. . .

ψa,1 . . . ψa,b−e . . . ψa,d + e . . . ψa,C
...

. . .

ψc,1 . . . ψc,b + e . . . ψc,d−e . . . ψc,C
...

. . .

ψG,1 . . . ψG,b . . . ψG,C


(15)

Swap all neurons between cores
In this type, we follow this equation:

erow = [ψx,1, ψx,2, . . . , ψx,C ]

[ψx,1, ψx,2, . . . , ψx,C ] = [ψy,1, ψy,2, . . . , ψy,C ]

[ψy,1, ψy,2, . . . , ψy,C ] = erow (16)

The original solution will be represented as

soriginal =



ψ1,1 ψ1,2 . . . ψ1,C
...

. . .

ψx,1 ψx,2 . . . ψx,C
...

. . .

ψy,1 ψy,2 . . . ψy,C
...

. . .

ψG,1 ψG,2 . . . ψG,C


, (17)

and the mutated solution will be:

smutated =



ψ1,1 ψ1,2 . . . ψ1,C
...

. . .

ψy,1 ψy,2 . . . ψy,C
...

. . .

ψx,1 ψx,2 . . . ψx,C
...

. . .

ψG,1 ψG,2 . . . ψG,C


(18)

Example: Fig. 7 shows the example of two mutation
methods. First, the swapping neurons between cores are
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FIGURE 7. Example of mutation: (a) swapping all neurons between cores;
(b) exchanging neurons between cores.

illustrated in Fig. 7(a) where two cores [1, 0] and [1, 2] are
swapped. Here, the configurations of the groups ([0, 0, 4]
and [3, 0, 1]) are kept but allocated to different positions.
Previously, in the soriginal , the two cores [1, 0] and [1, 2] have
configurations of [0, 0, 4] and [3, 0, 1], respectively. With the
mutation, the core [1, 0] has the configuration of [3, 0, 1] and
the core [1, 2] now has the configuration of [0, 0, 4]. As we
can observe, the overall configuration of the system stays
unchanged and we don’t need any fixing method.

On the other hand, Fig. 7(b) shows the method of
exchanging neurons between cores. In this example, we have
two cores [1, 0] and [2, 0] with the same configuration of
[3, 0, 1]. From Eq. 13, we can conduct the common value e is
1. Then, we perform a mutation of the two cores to move one
neuron from the first group from the core [2, 0] to the core
[1, 0]. In the opposite direction, one neuron of the last group
is moved from the core [1, 0] to the core [2, 0]. The result of
the mutation also satisfies all the constraints.

5) SURVIVOR SELECTION
After the crossover and mutation operations are completed,
the new population size exceeds the predefined population
size. Before moving to the next iteration, we put it through a
survivor selection function where the members with the best
fitness are retained. In this work, we use tournament selection
algorithm in the DEAP framework [30]. The selection is done
by having a random subset of the population selected for a
tournament. The best member out of the tournament is put
into the new population.

D. COST FUNCTION
In this section, we discuss designing the cost function
corresponding to the objective of the framework.

For initial mapping, the common objective is to minimize
the overall communication of the spike. To do so, we can use
the communication cost Fcomm:

Fcomm =

C∑
j=1

G∑
i=1

dij × cij (19)

where dij and cij are the Manhattan distance and the
connection status between neuron i and j, respectively. Since
the data transfer is in a multi-cast manner at each node, cij is
the connection between two PEs. For this type ofFcost , we can
have two options:

cij =

{
1 if group i send spikes to group j
0 otherwise.

(20)

From the communication, we can also convert to a similar
cost function based on so-called average hops (Avghops, which
represent the average distance of hops that spikes travel inside
the NoC.

Avghops =
Fcost

#synapses
(21)

With the genetic algorithm-based framework, HeterGen-
Map can solve by optimizing the cost function. In the
following section, we will discuss how to deal with hetero-
geneous mapping.

E. HETEROGENEOUS MAPPING: USING AS MAPPING FOR
DEFECTIVE AND/OR MULTI-CHIP SYSTEM
In MigSpike [13], a system under defects is remapped into
a new mapping solution for dealing with defects in neurons.
In this work, the cost of migration (moving neurons between
cores) is the major target. As a result, the solution may have
long traversal paths between connected neurons. Therefore,
the communication cost can be high in this situation. To solve
this issue, we reuse the GA framework for dealing with
defects. Unlike in other mapping approaches, the capacity of
each core is no longer uniform. In other words, each core will
have a different capacity. In the FT (fault-tolerance) mode,
Core_Capwill be adjusted according to the number of defects
as follows:

Core_Capj =

{
Core_Capj − n_defectsj if fault-tolerance
Core_Capj otherwise.

(22)

where n_defectsj is the number of defects at core j.
On the other hand, defects on routing units (links, NoC

routers, off-chip wires) can also lead to disconnected paths.
As a consequence, we can end up with non-minimal routing,
as shown in Figure 8. Another issue is the multi-chip
design as illustrated in Figure 9. While on-chip links have a
similar latency, multi-chip design requires inter-chip wires.
This type of interconnect medium may require a different
latency which needs to be modeled accordingly. For instance,
in SpiNNaker [4], the latency of communication between
ARM cores is much lower than the latency from one ARM
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FIGURE 8. NoC routing and fault-tolerance feature: (a) normal situation
with minimal routing; (b) defective links without impact on minimal
routing; (c) defective links with impact on minimal routing; (d) mapping
solution must consider defective parts into consideration.

core to another ARM core located on a faraway PCB
(Printed Circuit Board). Hierarchical architectures such as
H-NoC [31] have different latencies between clusters and
among the clusters.

Due to the aforementioned issues, communication and
computation can be heterogeneous in the context of neuro-
morphic computing. Because of this, state-of-the-art works
such as [3], [19], and [20] may not be suitable for this
problem. To solve this problem with our GA framework,
instead of using the Manhattan distance equation, we build
a table of costs between pairs of neurons. Without het-
erogeneous connections, the value of each member of the
table is identical to the Manhattan distance. In the case of
heterogeneous systems, we find the shortest path using the
Dijkstra algorithm.

1) SUPPORTING FAULT-TOLERANCE AND MULTI-CHIP
SYSTEM
As mentioned earlier, the communication cost usually con-
siders the distances uniformly. As in Eq. 19, the Manhattan
distance dij is used. Following is the distance within
a 3D-NoC:

dij = |xi − xj| + |yi − yj| + |zi − zj| (23)

where xi, yi, zi are the x-, y-, and z-coordinate of the neuron i,
respectively and xj, yj, zj are the x-, y-, and z-coordinate
of the neuron j, respectively. However, we can observe two
challenges:

• Once there is a defect in the minimal routing paths
between i and j, the actual distance of spike traversal is
larger than the Manhattan distance.

FIGURE 9. NoC routing with multi-chip design. Besides router-to-router
on-chip link, inter-chip wires are introduced to scale up the system.

• As it is popular in neuromorphic systems, multiple
chips can be attached on the same PCBs or multiple
PCBs connected in the mainframe are used. Therefore,
communication is no longer only on-chip but also
consists of off-chip communication. Because off-chip
communications usually have a higher latency than on-
chip ones, it cannot be simplified to being similar to
on-chip latency.

Therefore, in this work, we propose a method for supporting
fault-tolerance and multi-chip systems. The distance is no
longer considered as in Eq 23 but is based on the actual
system’s variations. To do so, we build a table of distances
between two neurons’ IDs and the distance will be looked up
during the computation.

2) ROUTING IN NETWORK-ON-CHIP
Since the spike latencies are very critical in SNNs, we must
first cover the routing in the Network-on-Chip. In this work,
we will consider Mesh topology as the main target. However,
the change in topology can be utilized by the change in the
routing mechanism. Generally, the routing for NoC is usually
done by a simple XY or XYZ routing [3], [21].

Figure 8 illustrates the NoC routing and fault-tolerance
feature. Here, we illustrate with a 3 × 3 NoC using Mesh
topology. We assume that there is a connection between two
neurons from the core (source) and the core (destination) as
in Figure 8(a). Here, we use XY routing (X first) to route
the packet and we have the routing path. Once an edge in the
routing path is defective as in Figure 8(b), we certainly need
to adapt the XY routing to have a different routing path which
is still minimal. This is an ideal case that has a small impact
on the latency of the spikes as the routing path is still minimal.
We must note that defective links could create congestion
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and introduce extra latency even if minimal routing paths are
guaranteed.

Figure 8(c) shows a different scenario where two defective
links make the minimal routing infeasible. There are two
possible solutions:

• Using non-minimal routing to route the spikes as in
Figure 8(c). Although non-minimal routing can lead to
a live-lock situation, since spikes are routed separately,
this behavior can be alleviated.

• Remap the system to enforce minimal routing as in
Figure 8(d). Here, the neurons are remapped into the
nearby core which allows a minimal routing path.

These two aforementioned approaches can be used to deal
with permanent faults during the mapping process. Unlike
traditional applications where the communication can be
relaxing; SNNs operation is based on spikes which should
be delivered on time. Therefore, the latency of the packets is
extremely important.

IV. EVALUATION
A. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
In this section, we will evaluate the proposed genetic
algorithm framework under different configurations of
Network-on-Chip. The genetic algorithm platform is written
in Python using the DEAP library [30]. The mapping
approach is performed using Python 3.0 run on Core i7
11700k. 32 GB memory and RXT 3060. The RTL model is
written in Verilog HDL and simulated using Modelsim. The
configurations for this evaluation can be seen at Table2 and 4.

First, we evaluate the 2D Mesh and then the 3D Mesh
topology in a large range of sizes. Then, we evaluate the
mapping under fault situation: (1) fault in communication;
(2) fault in computing unit and memory; and (3) fault in
communication, computing unit, and memory. In each part,
we evaluate the different cost functions (three options as in
Section III-D). For each mapping, we will use synthetic and
real benchmarks.

To benchmark the proposed GA platform, we use two
synthetic configurations (S#1 and S#2) and two realistic
applications (MNIST and CIFAR-10 classification) as in
shown Table 2.

To understand the efficiency of the proposed method,
we compare this work to the linearmapping approach in terms
of communication costs.We also later compare our work with
other conventional approaches but without heterogeneous
mapping. We also would like to mention that, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no existing heterogeneous mapping
approach (fault-tolerance ormulti-chip) for the neuromorphic
systems.

B. GENETIC ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
In this section, we discuss the proposed Genetic Algorithm
performance. First, the convergence ofGA is evaluated. Then,
we show the impact of reusing an existing solution as a
member of the initial solution. Fault-tolerant link mapping
and multi-chip mapping are also evaluated.

FIGURE 10. Evolution process of the synthetic SNN applications.

1) CONVERGENCE OF GA
For the first mapping evaluation, we will use both 2D and
3D Mesh topologies. Figures 10 and 11 show the results
of GA convergence on synthetic and realistic benchmarks,
respectively. With small configurations, the GA can converge
around 40 to 60 generations. When increasing the size of the
NoC/SNN, it takes up to 200 generations until it saturates.
Compared to the baseline (using linear XYZ mapping), our
result improves 11.04-26.77% of the communication cost
(fitness).

We also illustrate the distribution of the routing distances
within the neuromorphic system. In comparison to the
baseline model, HeterGenMap has a smaller number of
connections at long distances. Furthermore, we can observe
that the baseline has a longer maximum distance. For
instance, with S#1 in 2D Mesh, as shown in Figure 10(c),
the maximum distance of baseline is 5 while our proposed
HeterGenMap is 4. We can observe a similar behavior in the
S#2 and VGG16-CIFAR configurations.

2) USING AN EXISTING SOLUTION AS MEMBER OF
INITIALIZED POPULATION
Another approach to have better results is to use an existing
solution as a member of the initialized solution. Here, we add
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TABLE 2. Configuration of 2D and 3D Mesh for SNN mapping.

FIGURE 11. Evolution process of the realistic SNN applications.

the baseline as one of the initial solutions (E = 1).
Table 3 shows the results of HeterGenMap with and without
an initial solution. In summary, with the initial solution,

HeterGenMap obtained better results under the same number
of generations/populationmembers. This is because, by using
the baseline as one of the initial solutions, HeterGenMap can
rapidly improve which makes the final solution much better
than using a randomly generated initial population.

C. FAULT-TOLERANT LINKS MAPPING
Another feature of HeterGenMap is allowing heterogeneous
communication links. Indeed, it supports faulty links/routing
units. In this section, we insert defective links randomly
with a probability of 5%,10%, 15%, and 20% to compute
the efficiency of the method. All of the GA simulations are
performed with the baseline being part of the initial solutions
as explained in Section IV-B2.

Figures 12 and 13 illustrate the results of fault-tolerant
mapping in HeterGenMap in comparison to non-fault
tolerant methods. In summary, the fault-tolerant flavor of
HeterGenMap offers lower finesses (less communication)
in comparison to the baseline or the genetic algorithm
without fault awareness. Compared to the baseline, the fault-
tolerant HeterGenMap reduces the communication cost by
3.41-31.34%. Meanwhile, without fault-tolerant support, the
original GA suffers a 1.41-14.78% increment in communica-
tion cost in comparison to its fault-tolerant version.

Moreover, the connection distribution also illustrates the
domination of our approach in comparison to the baseline
or our own method without fault awareness. By reducing
the long-distance connections, the performance can be
significantly better in the fault-tolerant version.

In terms of connection length distribution, we can easily
observe that with the fault-tolerance, HeterGenMap has
less connection with long distances in comparison to other
approaches.

D. FAULT-TOLERANT NEURONS MAPPING
As mentioned earlier, HeterGenMap also supports mapping
under defective neuron situations. Here, we allow the system
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TABLE 3. Fitness value of HeterGenMap platform with and without initial members.

FIGURE 12. Final fitness results and distribution of connection lengths of
the fault-tolerant mappings for synthetic applications under faulty links.

to have spare neurons and use them as replacements for
the faulty ones. As S#1 and S#2 have no spare neurons,
we only simulate MLP-MNIST and CNN-CIFAR10 in this
evaluation. Here, for MLP-MNIST, the system has 86 spare
neurons and we insert faults randomly in 8, 16, 32, 64,
or 86 neurons to understand the impact of faults on the
communication cost. For CNN-CIFAR10, the numbers of
spare neurons are 622 and 502, for for 3D-NoC and 2D-NoC,
respectively. We here insert faults randomly in 16, 32, 64,
128, and 256 neurons for this evaluation.

Figure 14 illustrates the communication cost under defec-
tive neuron situations. In summary, both HeterGenMap and

FIGURE 13. Final fitness results and distribution of connection lengths of
the fault-tolerant mappings for realistic applications under faulty links.

the baseline can easily deal with defective neurons. The
overall communication cost is similar between different
numbers of defects because this type of defect only leads
to some cores (clusters) with a lesser number of neurons.
We also observe a drop in the communication cost of MLP-
MNIST under 86 defective neurons while the communication
costs are similar between other cases. This can be explained
by the 86 defective neurons case is the number of spares
which leads to the case where it is difficult to find a good
solution that offers low communication cost. In other cases,
the number of defective neurons is smaller than the number
of spares, therefore, it allows more flexibility in the mapping
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FIGURE 14. Normalized communication cost in the fault-tolerant
mappings for realistic applications under defective neurons.

FIGURE 15. Final fitness results of the multi-chip mappings.

process. Please also note that since the defects are randomly
inserted; therefore, the result may be slightly different if we
have different positions of defects.

E. MULTI-CHIP MAPPING
Another feature of HeterGenMap’s heterogeneous mapping
is allowing multi-chip systems because each communicating
link can have different costs. In this section, we split the
system into several chips as shown in Table 2 to compute the
efficiency of the method.

In terms of summarized communication cost, Figure 15
shows that with multi-chip awareness,HeterGenMap reduces
it by 34.2-45.56% when compared to the baseline. Even
when compared to the baseline in a single-chip setting, our
method still provides a much better communication cost.
The distribution of connection length is shown in Figure 16
where we can observe that with multi-chip awareness,

FIGURE 16. Distribution of connection length of the final solutions for
multi-chip mapping.

HeterGenMap reduces the maximum length significantly.
For instance, for MLP-MNIST, HeterGenMap with MC
awareness has a maximum connection length of 12 and 11 for
2D and 3D Mesh, respectively. Meanwhile, the maximum
connection lengths for baseline are 15 and 14. We also
can observe that in terms of connection length distribution,
thanks to the awareness of the long latency inter-chip wires,
HeterGenMap rarely ends up with a considerable amount of
long latency routing paths.

F. AVERAGE NUMBER OF HOPE COMPARISON
In this section, we compare the average number of
hops as the main result of the mapping approach. Here,
we extract the result from NeuMap [27] where it is
compared to SNEAP [10] and SpiNeMap [18]. Here,
we evaluate the average number of hops in connec-
tion with the mapping results for six different networks
(CNN-CIFAR10, CNN-Fashion-MNIST, LetNet5-CIFAR10,
LetNet-5-MNIST,MLP-Fashion-MNIST, andMLP-MNIST)
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FIGURE 17. Comparison of the average of hops between HeterGenMap
and the state-of-the-art works.

as can be seen in the Table 4. The results for NeuMap [27],
SNEAP [10], and SpiNeMap [18] are for 8 × 8 2D-NoC and
256 neurons/core. In our HeterGenMap evaluations, we use
8×8 and 4×4×4NoC and 256 neurons/core.We can observe
that, although NeuMap is better than HeterGenMap for CNN
models,HeterGenMap is better for MLP. In comparison with
SpiNeMap or SNEAP, we can see we can reduce 27.89% to
73.21% of the average hops.

On the other hand, with our main focus being on
heterogeneous mapping, none of the existing works can adapt
to fault-tolerant or multi-chip mapping. As we demonstrated
in the previous section, without consideration of faults or
multi-chip links, the average hopes or communication cost
can be increased significantly.

G. VALIDATING MAPPING WITH RTL SIMULATION
In the previous sections, we evaluated the communication
cost with HeterGenMap and compared it to linear mapping.
However, since it is a mathematical model, it could have a
gap between the cost function and reality.

To validate the efficiency of the mapping, we apply
the results of the mapping to our neuromorphic system
from [21]. Since our hardware only supports fully connected
models, we only evaluate the MLP-MInST benchmark.
Table 5 illustrates the execution time of the system under
two mapping. Here, we observe that with MLP-MNIST,
HeterGenMap reduces the execution time by 77.87% and
63.10% for 2D- and 3D-Mesh NoC, respectively. These
significant drops are due to two main reasons. First, the
number of communications in HeterGenMap is significantly
lower than linear mapping. Therefore, there is less traffic in
the NoC which makes the NoC less congested. Since there is
less congestion, the packets are delivered must faster which
the HeterGenMap runs faster. We also observed that the
system has communication bottlenecks since the LIF (Leaky-
Integrate-and-Fire) neuron will need to wait for the spike

to deliver to be able to compute which makes computation
have no impact on the overall latency. Second, the number of
long traversal paths is smaller which makes the long latency
paths less frequent. Because the system will wait for all
spikes to be delivered within the time-step to forward to
the next time-step, this also has a significant impact on the
overall execution times. Because of these two reasons, the
HeterGenMap system yields much lower execution time in
comparison to linear mapping.

V. DISCUSSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, a genetic algorithm framework for mapping
has been proposed with promising results. However, some
limitations still need to be addressed:

• Although GA offers optimized solutions, one of its
major drawbacks is time and space complexity. Because
of this, our GA could not properly work with large-scale
models such as ResNet. Therefore, we could observe
a certain limitation of the scalability of the approach.
However, we would like to emphasize that with an
extremely large-scale network, linear mapping will
fit large-scale models much better due to its low
complexity. Here, we can certainly improve the GA by
limiting the crossover or mutation which allows it to run
faster.

• Compared to other approaches, our approach has similar
complexity as the meta-heuristic algorithms [13], [18].
However, it has higher computation complexity (in
both time and space) than linear mapping or non-meta-
heuristic approaches [3], [4]. This can be understandable
as Genetic Algorithms require a certain number of
members in a population and a certain number of
generations to converge. The trade-off of this work is
the ability to tune the solution to your desired objective.
Since HeterGenMap can re-use previously generated
solutions as initial ones as in Algorithm 1, we can
cooperate with this platform with pre-existing ones to
further optimize them.

• The major constraint of this work is the neural network
must be grouped efficiently. In other words, we must
classify the neurons into a group that can be exchange-
able between neurons. This constraint can be easily
satisfied by layer-based SNNs such as feed-forwarded
or convolution ones; however, for liquid state machines
or reservoir computing, the grouping approach can be
inefficient.

• Other outlooks of our work lie in its flexibility in
allowing potential extensions. Unlike other approaches
where the design of the mapping is fixed, our genetic
algorithm framework offers several extensions such as:
– Different cost functions: Although we have pro-

posed several cost functions, we can observe that
the designers can change the cost function to fit into
their constraints. Communication may not be the
critical issue and theymay consider different targets
such as temperature, reliability, area cost, and so on.
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TABLE 4. Configuration of different benchmarks. FC: Fully Connected; Conv: Convolution; Pool: Pooling; In: Input layer.

TABLE 5. Average execution time in clock cycles of the RTL simulations.

– Different crossover methods: As we mentioned ear-
lier, the crossover can be done in the core dimension
and different ways: multi-points, randomly, etc.

– Using the output of NoC simulation as a cost
value: Instead of modeling mathematical equations,
we can call a NoC simulator to emulate the
operation of the system. This gives us the most
accurate results. However, since it will take a huge
amount to execute, it is not ideal.

– Multi-objective optimization: Besides a single
objective as we presented above, having multiple
objectives (for example, communication & temper-
ature) optimized simultaneously can also be another
extension. Approaches such as Non-Dominant
Sorting GA (NSGA-II) [33] can be applied to
extend the GA framework.

– Adopting this work in Neuromorphic Systems: In
this work, we already provided the simulation for
the RTL model to validate the efficiency of the
mapping. The next step of this is to bring the
solution into the neuromorphic system such as
Loihi [2] or our neuromorphic design [9].

Because of these potential extensions, several unan-
swered questions could be addressed in future research.

• While dividing the neurons into groups for computing
the GA can reduce the complexity, there are some
models such as liquid state machine where the group is
unclear. Therefore, the proposedGA frameworkmay not
be suitable for those applications or we need a clustering
algorithm that provides us with the grouping.

Besides the compared work, there are existing work on
multi-chip mapping and fault-tolerant mapping:

• Multi-chip mapping for non-SNN applications is also
considered in several works [17], [34]. Here, the major
concern is due to long-latency inter-chip communica-
tion, it may fail to speed up if the mapping is not
efficient. In [17] and [34], the authors empirically
study the multi-chip implementation for ResNet-50
and found out it stops improving from 8-chip upward
because inter-chip communication becomes the bottle-
neck. Here, the neural network is split up based on

the layers. Compared to our work, we here model
the inter-chip communication with a certain penalty
which can help introduce the concept of inter-chip
communication bottle-neck. We also would like to note
that it is sometimes not feasible to control the number
of chips inside the system because manufactured chips
have their computing limitation. In [35], the authors use
multi-chips to extend the size of the model. Here, each
chip is considered to operate a fixed size of image, and
to deal with larger sizes, a 2D mesh of the chips is
considered. The authors introduce the concept of pixel
redundancies to avoid inter-chip communications. The
inter-chip communications are via a serial connection
which can be a huge bottleneck for communication-
intensive applications. By naturally exploiting the
natural structure of the 2D image, there is no mapping
algorithm needed; however, we can certainly observe
the bottleneck issue of multi-chip mapping which is
modeled and optimized in this work. In [36], the authors
from Intel Lab introduce the mapping algorithm for
multiple Loihi-chips systems. The main target of this
algorithm is to reduce the inter-chip communication.
Here, the cut penalty matrix is introduced to model the
extra communication latency due to spreading the SNN
into multiple chips. However, in this work, a greed-
algorithm approach is adopted which makes our method
more optimal due to the nature of the genetic algorithm.
However, compared to this work, our method will
be more computationally intensive. Another common
approach is to unitize reinforcement learning in themap-
ping process [37], [38]. While the work in [37] shows
some domination in comparison to GA; [38] still shows
more room for improvement. In summary, this type
of optimization approach can be interesting; however,
one major problem is it requires actual implementations
or full-system simulations to perform. Meanwhile, our
method and most SNNmappings [3], [18], [19], [36] are
based on modeling of the communication and compu-
tation. The major trade-off will be quick adaptation to
different networks and systems. Furthermore, in terms
of fault-tolerant mapping, reinforcement learning-based
approaches must deal with case-by-case; however, our
work can be easily adapted to different scenarios.

• On the other hand, fault-tolerant mapping for a
NoC-based system is a well-known issue and has been
addressed in several existing works. In [18], the authors
proposed adding spare cores and swapping the core
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functionalities from faulty core to healthy core as
the method. In our previous work [13] also proposed
adding spare neurons and migrating fault neurons to the
spare one as a fault-tolerant method. However, in this
type of approach, they did not consider the impact of
defective routing modules on communication. This type
of problem is addressed in this work as we model the
communication cost using the shortest path between
a source and a sink. In [39], the author proposed a
mapping approach with faulty neuron consideration.
However, unlike conventional computations, spiking
neural network models consist of a large number of
neurons and connections which will be addressed in our
work. Furthermore, as we stated in Algorithm 1, our
HeterGenMap platform can take a mapping solution as
an initial member of the initial population. Therefore,
our approach can re-use the other approaches and could
further improve the efficiency of them.

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a Genetic Algorithm-based
methodology to map multiple-layer SNN models into a
NoC-based neuromorphic system. To reduce the complexity,
we introduced an approach that uses layers as groups where
the neurons in the group are exchangeable. Furthermore, the
GA is performed with customized crossover and mutation
approaches. To model heterogeneous designs, the GA
platform allows the modeling of multi-chip systems, fault
awareness, and different cluster sizes within the mapping
process. Future works of the framework could be extending
the selection of NoC topology or modeling the thermal/power
properties of the NoC. With the change of NoC topology,
the impact of faults and the communication costs can be
varied. On the other hand, the temperature issue could
be very important for large-scale SNNs, especially 3D-IC-
based systems. Moreover, as we discussed, multi-objective
optimization could also be another direction of this research.
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